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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 271

"The Presbyterian Churches/' by J. N. Ogilvie, with an introduc-
tion by Dr. A. C. Zenos. The book has a forbidding appear-
ance. The type is small and the text looks "hard," being much
taken up with certain controversies and doctrines hard to be
understood. Besides it needs revision to bring it down to the
present decade.

There are two books on missions—"Heroes of the Cross in
•America," by Don. O. Shelton, and "Daybreak in the Dark Con-
tinent/' by Wilson S. Naylor, both of which are illuminative
and interesting.

I have not been able to discover other denominations which
have prescribed courses of study for their young people, though
a number have separate books suitable for such study. The
Lutherans, for example, through the Luther League, have a long
and good list dealing chiefly with Luther and Lutheran doctrines.
Something has been done, to the same end, by the United Breth-
ren and the Evangelical Association. Outlines of reading have
been prepared in some instances.

THE NORMAL RELIGION OF A BOY.

FREDERIC TOWER GALPIN,
Minister of the First Baptist Church, Detroit, Mich.

The physical period of adolescence includes three experiences
( i ) the acquisition of personal freedom, the normal break with
external authority; (2) the discovery of selfhood; (3) the sur-
render to the social-will. As the young robin pushes out of its
nest, finds its wings and begins an independent bird-life, the
normal boy becomes dissatisfied with the parental world which
has been foisted upon him. He must stand apart, observe and
enter into the business of making his own world. This he begins
by ruthlessly throwing aside home and friends,- together with
their precept and example, everything that was part and parcel
of the child-life. Temporarily, he finds himself an alien and
courts the friendhood of solitude.

The second experience is one of discovery. He finds new
strength in which he exults and takes new risks that are certain
to interpret to him success and failure. A poorly furnished,
awkward selfhood is enthroned. This seems to be a necessary
step in the appropriation of a world-order and in the learning
of the moral order. The new paths include not only the discov-
ery of limitations and dire disappointments, but resources and
joys as well. Wild enthusiasms are his and a "storm and stress"
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272 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

frought with, tragedies to be met with unspoketi sympathy.
Words are at times too cold and formal to minister to the hot
feeling of a boy's inner life.

The third-experience of this period of adolescence is one in
which the youth begins to re-socialize and make necessary ad-
justments. It is the integrating period in the interest of the
social order. Unless abnormal paths open up, aloof from- school,
shop, state and home, fundamental instincts, i. e., love, the moral
imperative, a yearning for a Great Presence, will urge him to
certain surrender to the social-will. His adjustments involve the
family-will, and he plans to set up his own establishment;
citizenship, and he acknowledges the state (a mighty factor in
the evolution of manhood, not too potent to-day in our great
commonwealth), and he will release new loyalties that urge to
high endeavor and call into play heroic qualities; the birth of the
God-consciousness, which will give motive and dignity to monot-
onous routine, and correlate loyalties in a cement of moral effi-
ciency.

There is no more pathetic spectacle than arrested develop-
ment. Blind parents prevent, if they can, the normal emancipa-
tion from the parental world. Misguided kindness hinders the
expression of the newly discovered selfhood. An abnormal atti-
tude toward home-making invites bachelordom; toward the
shop, grows an army of idlers; toward the state, destroys
patriots; toward the church, allows stagnation, lost ideals. The
religious task is to help the boy make normal adjustments. To
be sure, his adjustments must include the recognition of the un-
seen, but real world, the triumph of righteousness, fellowship
with God, and yet to direct him, unobtrusively, in his effort to
adjust himself to the common life is religious endeavor. Before
suggesting some adjustments that the Church must make in the
interest of the boy, in the life of our day, we will review, briefly,
the church program, as it has come down to us.

1. The Greek Catholic Church presents the extreme of a
religion of ordinances. Commencing with infant immersion,
infant communion is added, and, in the combination, it is con-
ceived that there is an infusion of grace, the ordinances having
been administered through the channels of the authoritative
church. The vital forces of the child have been regenerated and.
better terms with God, in its behalf, obtained. Dogma takes up
the work'in order to educate and promote what a miracle of grace
has wrought. In this class may be grouped less simple cults of
varying degrees, each in turn placing emphasis upon sacra-
mentarianism.

2. The Protestant protest involved another, and more subtle,
sacrament, the sacrament of "the Word," the inspired Bible and
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 273

authoritative catechism was expected to cleanse the springs of
life and invite the indwelling of the Holy Spirit. This method
developed into a cold intellectualism.

3. • A reaction. against this was. introduced by a contribution
on German soil by Schleiermacher/ known as the Romantic
Movement, which enriched the means of revelation by adding
feeling and intuition. Faith became an awakened God-conscious-
ness instead of assent to church or Bible. A less rational and
more spontaneous application of the German contribution ap-
peared in the "revival system," with its direct appeal to emotions
and will. An experience involving a change of inclination and
disposition became the necessary credential to church member-
ship. Circumstances were invented to awaken religious feeling.
Protracte'd meetings took the place of slow instruction arid doc-
trine, and of the effort to induce the Holy Spirit by a silent appli-
cation to the conscience of "the Word." The revival system
ignored instruction in the'church schools, child baptism and con-
firmation. It worked the decline of institutional religion. The
aim was to produce immediate acquaintance with God. Emotions
were called into play that are foreign to youth and the child was
lost to religion, or an artificial experience, mechanically con-
trived, was conjured with.

4. There came an interesting reaction in behalf of the child.
Emphasis was placed upon family religion and organic religious
connection between parents and children was conceived of. The
Child not only inherited the parents' sin but the parents' regenera-
tion as well. The theory touched the- fountain-heads and. became
powerful in Christendom; by putting a splendid emphasis upon
parenthood. On the other hand, so few homes are pervaded by
the atmosphere of devotion that, while there are no short-cuts

• nor substitutes for parents and Christian homes, and the first
five years: lost are lost forever, the Church must look for help
outside of the home if it is to keep its optimism.

5. The application of personality at the critical period offers
a fresh solution and covers a variety of agencies that with dis-
crimination will render genuine results.

The person who is to be a priest to the boy must understand
the science of adolescence. He will recall that the youth, Jesus,
abandoned His parents in order to pay homage to. His Heavenly
Father and commence His major business. He will conceive of
Jesus as undertaking to do the social-will. He will know the
contribution of science to the problem of sex and temperament.

The adolescent youth, having emanicipated himself from his
parental world, may find at once that the world he has thrown
off is good and true and may readily receive it back as his own.
On the other hand, doubting the goodness of all that belongs to
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274 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

the world of authority, he may commence to experiment with
everything within reach, calling to his aid his imagination, if his
world is too narrow. This more strenuous temperament is des-
tined to lose innocence, receive life-scars, channel his nerves'with
habits. When he is converted, a general transformation may be
looked for. Our religious task is well done when we have helped
the latter type speedily to make normal adjustments. It is here
that the revival method finds material for operations. It is
greatly to the advantage of the revival method if the prodigal
has had religious training early in his life. It is difficult to find
a basis of appeal in souls that have always been at home in the
far country.

The religious teacher should place little emphasis upon meth-
ods of acquisition during the period of early adolescence. His
work is to help the boy make the adjustments himself to the
social-will. He will take for granted that he has capacity for
God whether his parents have been Christian or not. The moral
appeal, together with careful instruction, has been given during
the period of childhood. The distinct aim of religious instruction
for adolescent youth is to inculcate personal religion. The priest
for this period who is merely a Biblical scholar is inadequate.
He must be a Christian and in addition must posses a full-
blooded interest in all that pertains to wholesome, vigorous, joyous
life. He must believe in a life of rich content. Above everything
else, he must be genuine and count upon the intentions of the
youth to whom he is priest as good, right and true. If the youth
makes bad work of it, it is probably due to an honest effort to
find a better way than the conventional way. The Kingdom of
God is native to every human soul. The large problem is to
release the spiritual potentialities; to get back of a wall of selfish-
ness and the curtains of sensuality. Make haste at this strategic
period. "The curtains fall with the growing boy,"

It is by contact with personality rather than with theories or
books that the saving forces of life are stimulated. All that is
included in the modern note, "suggestion," may be found in
personality. The church must make use of great personalities,
personalities who bless, not blight, who with Paul are possessed
with a passion and are able to say, "my little children, of whom I
am again in travail until Christ shall be formed in you."

Salvation may be defined as the right adjustment of a free
selfhood to the social-will and the will of God. The religious
problem, then, is one of personal adjustment in the world of
thought, economics, social and moral order. A proper adjust-
ment means inner peace; mal-adjustment • means tragedy. A
lost soul wastes his energies and is utterly ineffective in God's
universe, out of tune with His order. To identify one's task with
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 275

the Eternal is to have become a free son of the Father. Jesus
is the symbol of such adjustment.

It takes a sympathetic person to beget, in adolescence, ideas.
Then the task of holding these ideas conceived, in the field of
attention, is the major problem, This is best done by eliminating
hostile ideas. To this end the life of the boy must be invaded.
The priest who is to. invade the boy's life will appreciate the
importance of the play-life. Hjere surplus energy is legitimately
spent; preparations are made fbf after life; habits.are formed. I
have seen five hundred boys under the direction of a conclave of
Christian personalities play city. More of social adjustment in
the world of citizenship was learned in three weeks than could
have been imparted in a course of study presented by the printed
page in weary months. ' • .

Club-life is the play-life. In it co-operation becomes the alpha-
bet of the social instinct. The boy is a ward and is eager to take
his place as a member of society and of the state. To help him
make proper adjustment to the modem state is a more important
procedure for the.modern teacher than correct exegesis in Jewish
history. To provide equipment for the club-life of boys is not
as difficult as often thought, inasmuch as it is found by experience *
that a boy's imagination enables him to get as much pleasure and
profit out of meager equipment as the mature young man gets
from elaborate paraphernalia. A small outfit in a basement with
a large personality gave larger results than a $10,000 equipment
in the same institution where help was hired and personality of
the right sort was lacking.

A camp life for three days where the highlights are well
looked after affords- material for thought and stories in the
meager resources of boy-life for a year's time. Experience
teaches that religion may be mediated at this strategic period,
best of all in the rounds of .unconventional boy adventure. This
method not only helps boys, but it gets and holds boys to be
helped.

Outings should be strenuous. A walk of twenty miles a day
with a camp at night near some lake or cool stream, to be broken
and the walk continued the following day, has given better re-
sults than a camp in one place, where' loafing is the common
temptation. At the end of this "hike" some other gang may be
met and an athletic contest entered into. Neglect not the dram-
atics of uniform, pins, trophies, rallies. Utilize imagination.

The modern church will make its religious appeal according
to the age and development of its subjects. In adolescence it
will strive to culture personal religion, otherwise such resorts
as camps, hikes, Boy Cities are quite irrelevant to its tasks.

Self-expression is backward at this period. The boy will say
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276 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

little save to him whom he knows he can trust and who is worth
while to him. Books on purity should be used by the priest and
not by the boy. The printed page is too constant and makes for
morbidness. One strong, direct appeal will last a boy for years.
Men, not women, should enter the holy of holies of a boy's inner
world.

Never exclude a boy from his church during the age of adoles-
cence for any offense whatsoever. He is oscillating, unsettled,
adjustments are unmade, and single acts are nojt to be taken as
indicative, titter selfishness may immediately give way to altru-
ism. Like the changing voice, the tone may go up or down.

While the aim is evangelistic, the adjustment must be thor-
ough. A certain boy was acute to the demands- of Christ. (An
acute conscience is normal and to be relied upon by the mediator
at this period.) He was cheating in his algebra, but to quit his
method meant not only dropping algebra, but, because of his
bargain with his step-mother, leaving school for good. The boy's-
priest interpreted it as a part of the religious process, in order to
make the adjustment, at the expense of time and energy to be-
come his private tutor in algebra.
*: The modern church will not allow a soui to labor under the
delusion that to be religious is to sacrifice personal soul-liberty.
The soul is spurred by God toward liberty. The adolescent
youth should be helped to relax outward control by having
opened up to.him the region of responsibility. He should be
taught the heroism and dignity of self-mastery. The positive life
should be released before the negative dissuades...

The church in making its adjustment to modern life will find
its emphasis in forming rather than reforming. Nature will be
assisted. The boy's associations will be determined not so much
by denial as by attraction. Personality will be presented that will
appeal to the hero-worshipping instinct At the alien period
youth is susceptible and is won by trifles. Why leave this secret
to the vicious and to him whose motives are commercial? It will
follow from the logic-of this paper that the intermediate depart-
ment of the Sunday-school should be segregated. Boys should
be entirely apart For this reason Junior Y. P. S. C. E. are ab-
normal and should be eliminated or thoroughly modified.

It is consoling that in spite of pedagogic error, false methods
and poor systems, youth may right itself. A complementary
corrolary should be borne in mind in the interest of patient en-
deavor, that in spite of the best system and the richest personality
utter failure may result. Since.many are bound to.go to the far
country there is a place for the workers after lost men. It is
certain, however, that the emphasis of the Church and religious
leadership must be educational and personal and directed to the
strategic crises.
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